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Any NFL executive will tell you that the key to co
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It becomes increasingly challenging to achieve this goal the more talented that your team becomes. We
have seen this in the regression of Super Bowl teams like the Green Bay Packers and Seattle Seahawks
Benny Snell Jr. Jersey , who have been unable to retain all their good players. An additional challenge
in recent years has been the rising cost of talented quarterbacks. It is not uncommon for one's signal
caller to take up a tenth of the team's payroll, all for one player out of 53. While things like the franchise
tag have been adapted to assist in these calculations, the fact is that getting a &quot;team friendly&quot;
contract for a franchise quarterback is paramount in building a championship team. As such, this list will
count down seven bargain quarterback contracts
Zach Gentry Jersey , and
eight that are too exorbitant. By looking at this list as a whole, the reader should begin to understand
how much a quarterback's pay (and the performance that they get back for said pay) can contribute to
how successful an overall franchise can be. If you can think of any quarterback contracts which are
bargains (or perhaps just the opposite) that didn't make our list, feel free to mention them in the
comments. Back in 2002, the NFL officially expanded to 32 teams when the Houston Texans joined the
fold. The Texans replaced the Oilers
Nick Bosa Jersey
, who now play in Nashville as the Tennessee Titans. It was exciting for a lot of the folks in Texas that
missed pro football, but didn’t want to root for the Cowboys. Despite being thrown into the fire with little
help on the expansion front, the Texans have had some decent success after riding out the storm
early.Since 2011, the Texans have won four AFC South championships
L.J. Collier Jersey
, and the future looks bright with a solid overall defense that includes J.J. Watt and JaDeveon Clowney.
With all of the defensive stars that they have had, one position that has always seemed to elude
Houston is at quarterback. In 15 seasons, the Texans have trotted out 14 different quarterbacks, starting
with David Carr
Marquise Blair Jersey
, the team’s first ever draft selection.Where does Carr rank among the 14 quarterbacks? We take a look
at every QB that has started at least one game for the Texans and rank them from worst to first. We
don’t take their overall careers into consideration, instead focusing on their time with Houston. Here is
our list.
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